RETAIL BROKERAGE SERVICES

JP GREEN CCIM

(208) 947-0852 | jpgreen@tokcommercial.com

EXPERIENCE:
JP Green joined TOK Commercial in 2018 following over 20 years of entrepreneurial success as the owner of Meridian’s
CycleBar franchise and president of Gold’s Gym/Axiom and as part of the management team for 24 Hour Fitness.
JP specializes in retail leasing, tenant representation, and investment sales. JP offers clients a breadth of
commercial real estate brokerage knowledge, including lease and sale negotiations. He is active in retail tenant
and landlord representation, leveraging his corporate and franchise experience to provide a unique perspective
for his clients.
In 2016, JP opened a CycleBar franchise in the Village at Meridian and then three additional CycleBar locations
in the Portland and Seattle markets, which led fellow CycleBar franchisees to nominate JP to serve on a distinguished
9 member advisory council.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
• TOK’s 2021 Top Volume Retail Broker
• Transaction Volume of $50 Million+ throughout career
• TOK’s 2020 Largest Lease Transaction Award recipient
SKILL SET
RETAIL EXPERT

TENANT REP. SPECIALIST

SKILLED NEGOTIATOR

FRANCHISE SPECIALIST

PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES:
JP is an active member of many community organizations. He has served on the board of Directors for
Make-A-Wish Idaho and is an avid supporter of both Fundsy and the Women & Children’s Alliance.

EDUCATION:
JP obtained the Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM) designation. This prestigious accreditation
represents commercial real estate’s highest standard for professional achievement and is the industry’s most
elite credential for commercial real estate investment. Mr. Green is also an ICSC member.

PERSONAL & INTERESTS:
An avid outdoorsman, JP enjoys the varied, active lifestyle
options that living in the Boise Valley offers. He resides in
Boise with his wife Kimber, and twins Riley and Kennedy.

JP graduated magna cum laude from Linfield College with a degree in Exercise Science and Pre-Med. During his
collegiate career he was an Academic All-American running back and all conference track and field athlete
for the Wildcats.
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JP GREEN, CCIM
RECENT TRANSACTIONS
(208) 947-0852 | jpgreen@tokcommercial.com

EXPRESS
APPLIANCE
REPAIR

1612 BROADWAY

2145 PINE AVENUE

BOISE

MERIDIAN

Sale, Leaseback - Single Tenant Investment
Seller Representation
March 2022

Office Building and Land Sale
Buyer Representation
November 2021

LANDLORD REPRESENTATION

HILLCREST SHOPPING CENTER

13,693 SF Retail Space Leased to Ace Hardware
March 2022

FORUM ONE BUILDING

FINDLEY AVENUE LAND

EAGLE

BOISE

New Office Lease
Tenant Representation
May 2022

Commercial Land Sale
Seller / Buyer Representation
October 2021
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JP GREEN, CCIM
LANDLORD/SELLER REPRESENTATION EXPERTISE
(208) 947-0852 | jpgreen@tokcommercial.com

FIVE MILE PLAZA

McMILLANS CORNER

BOISE

BOISE

153,233 SF Multitenant Retail Center
Landlord Representation
2019-Present

13,175 SF Multitenant Retail Center
Landlord Representation
2019-Present

LANDLORD REPRESENTATION

FAMILY CENTER AT FEDERAL WAY

428,292 SF Multitenant Shopping Center
2019 - Present

PINEVIEW PLAZA

8875 STATE STREET

BOISE

GARDEN CITY

12,000 SF Multitenant Strip Center
Landlord Representation
2019-Present

4.82 Acres of State Street Fronting Commercial Land
Seller Representation
Present
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Results Delivered
J OATES PORTRAIT DESIGN
JP Green, CCIM | Tenant Agent | Site Selection

1

The Situation:

Rebranded company seeks greater exposure
•
•

2

Our Response:

Analyze data and select an optimal site
•
•

3
“JP Green was spectacular! ... Positioning our business
was more important than the deal. Knowing that
was very reassuring and helped us move forward rapidly.”

After calling on one of JP Green’s listed properties, the owner of J.
Oates Portrait Design expressed interest in engaging JP as a tenant
rep in the company’s search for a high visibility retail location.
As a result of an extensive a rebranding initiative, J.Oates was
seeking to expand the physical size of their studio while also
garnering critical exposure for their new brand which was
strategically positioned as a high-end professional portrait studio.

Working closely with Thornton Oliver Keller’s Research team, JP
executed an exhaustive site selection search for sites which fit the J.
Oates criteria.
JP helped J. Oates narrow down the potential options (evaluating
demographics, traffic counts and proximity to complimentary
retailers), and assisted in the selection of the Jewel Building, ideally
located near the Boise Towne Square Mall.

The Results:

Expanded space with exceptional visibility
•

Jerry Oates, Owner | J. Oates Portrait Design

•

Once the location was identified JP pushed the transaction forward
quickly working through the LOI and lease negotiations in under
a week. The accelerated negotiations netted J.Oates a generous TI
allowance and provided J. Oates with the resources they needed to
make the space fit their needs.
J. Oates is expected to open within the next 60 days and will benefit
from a space that reflects their premier brand with maximum visibility
at the signalized intersection of Cole Road and Emerald Street.
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Results Delivered
ALPINE STATE BANK
JP Green, CCIM | Tenant Agent | Site Selection

1
•
•

2
•
•

3
“We are pleased to have partnered with Mike and JP for
our office needs as Alpine State Bank enters the Idaho
market. Their focus on detail, understanding

our needs, and delivering solutions is one
example of their commitment to excellent
service!” Mark Houston, President & CEO | Alpine State Bank

•
•
•

The Situation:

New Idaho community bank plans first location
in downtown Boise
A new Idaho community bank decided to open its operations in the
Treasure Valley, targeting Boise as their first Alpine State Bank location.
The bank, hoping to open in the market as soon as possible, reached
out to Thornton Oliver Keller to identify temporary space, since they had
already identified a location which required a lengthy remodel.

Our Response:

Market knowledge aids the perfect opportunity
JP Green & Michael Ballantyne presented multiple possibilities, making
serious inquires on the top candidates, however all options were
quickly snapped up in Boise’s competitive downtown submarket.
After consulting with in-house broker teams, JP and Michael became
aware of Mountain West’s pending move to exit their space in the Hoff
Building. The team moved quickly to seize the vacant space, knowing
that it would require minimal tenant improvements and would match
Alpine State Bank’s business requirements perfectly.

The Results:

Quicker open with sights on more locations
JP and Michael’s nimble representation, persistent engagement in the
market, and efficiency throughout the transaction process will allow
their client to open sooner (Jan. 2020) than planned.
Alpine State Bank’s presence in the Hoff will offer them a prime retail
presence downtown, feature a prestigious address, and afford them
expansion space for their office staff.
The growing bank has retained JP and Michael as their tenant
representative as they plan to open several additional locations across
the Treasure Valley.
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Results Delivered
CLEAN JUICE
JP Green, CCIM | Tenant Agent | Site Selection

“Having local representation when looking to open our first location
was key. Intimate knowledge of the market

and being a business owner with first-hand
experience in franchise development made
JP the perfect partner for us. JP and his team at TOK

1
•
•

Commercial were an invaluable resource through site selection and
term negotiations. ” Tauni Roberts, Owner | Clean Juice

2
•
•
•

3
•
•
•

The Situation:

Health Foods Franchise Targets the Treasure Valley
Clean Juice, a national smoothie, juice and health foods restaurant
franchise, was seeking a space to expand the brand into the Treasure Valley.
The client had been assigned to a national broker for over 90 days with
no success in finding a suitable location in the Boise market. After being
referred to Thornton Oliver Keller, JP Green eagerly took on the client,
confident that he could find the right space to expand Clean Juice.

Our Response:

Quick Response & Skilled Negotiations
Through diligent searching and his quick response time, JP identified and
pursued various potential locations within the first two months of working
with his client.
JP and Clean Juice ultimately zeroed in on ideal, first generation shell space,
available in the newly constructed North Pointe retail center on State Street.
The space, along with JP’s ability to negotiate a generous T.I. package,
allowed his client the opportunity to fit the space to their branding
standards.

The Results:

Earlier Than Anticipated Open Date
JP’s commitment to driving transactions forward in the quickest time
frame benefitted his client, allowing them to open before the end of the
year.
Clean Juice’s new space provides excellent exposure in a rapidly growing
location, off high traffic State Street.
Neighboring tenants as well as the newly built modern residential units
within the North Pointe development will draw even more attention to this
new to the Treasure Valley franchise.
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Results Delivered
RESTORE HYPER WELLNESS
JP Green, CCIM | Tenant Agent | Site Selection

1
•
•
•

2
•

•
•

“While looking for a retail space for lease JP encouraged us to think
outside the box and help us envision converting an office building into a
top retail/ medical space. He helped us think of this as not just a

location for our business but as a long term investment
in a booming market.
JP and TOK Commercial were a valuable resource! Their market
knowledge and industry connections were integral

3
•

in helping us select our second location.“

Tim Jolicoeur, Owner | Restore Hyper Wellness

•
•

The Situation:

Seeking a Second Location for Restore
Restore, a hyper wellness company offering services such as IV Drip
Therapy, Cryotherapy and Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy, had recently
opened their first Treasure Valley location at The Village at Meridian.
With a strong first location opening, the owner of Restore Meridian was
looking to expand their storefronts in Boise.
In search of leasable space in a highly frequented area, the owner
sought out JP’s expertise in the fitness and retail industry.

Our Response:

Leading Knowledge in a Low Vacancy Market
After identifying the owner’s desires in a second location, JP offered
an exhaustive search of the downtown market. The results fell short in
producing many viable options to fit Restore’s needs in the low
vacancy submarket.
JP quickly pivoted his search to Bown Crossing, an energetic retail
corridor for the rapidly growing neighborhoods of Southeast Boise.
With his knowledge of the market, JP presented the owner with an
opportunity to purchase a property with prime Bown Crossing exposure,
just minutes from the downtown core, with ample foot traffic.

The Results:

Cost Savings & Added Income for the Client
The owner found the property, at 3046 Bown Way, to be an excellent
fit. The property offered Restore ample space for their street-level retail
storefront while providing additional second floor space, which has
given the owner opportunity for added income through leasing out the
additional space to an office user.
JP skillfully negotiated an aggressive offer, awarding his client a lower
purchase price than originally listed.
JP is now working to secure a third location for Restore Hyper Wellness.
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